Hands of Hope Dominican Republic 2019 Mission Trip – Blog Update for Day 1 & 2
Day 1
4:15 AM. The time the team needed to be at the airport. Since we were traveling as a group, everyone
had to check in together. The team arrived on time, some with only a couple hours of sleep, took our
team photo, and were ready to go. With eighteen team members (plus one already in the DR), eighteen
checked bags full of donations, liquids, and other items, and numerous carry-ons, we started our
journey to the Dominican Republic.
With the early arrival, we had some time to relax before the first flight. The
group gathered in the waiting area and took the time to relax. Rachel
decided that this was a good time to pull out Dutch Blitz and teach many
others on the team how to play. The group seemed to pick up fast, and this
experience foreshadowed future card games to be played during some of
the times when the team was able to rest.
Our first stop was in Newark, New Jersey with a quick 40-minute layover
until our next flight, which was two terminals away. Note if you do not fly
often, flights often begin boarding 40 minutes before their arrival time,
which means that our flight was boarding right when we landed. Thankfully,
for us, Bonnie Hill, our youthful 76-year-old team member, had requested
wheelchair transport, and the airline is required to wait for her to get to the gate. We arrived in time to
hop on to our last leg to Santo Domingo.
After catching up on some much-needed sleep, we got to our destination. Customs took a bit longer
than usual to get through, with an American youth baseball team of thirty plus kids ahead of us, but we
all made it through nonetheless. After we grabbed our luggage,
we headed out of the terminal to a big surprise: the sponsored
children were waiting there to greet us! Typically, we head to the
community for the Welcome ceremony, but this year they
decided to bring the welcome to us. The kids greeted us with
cheers of “HANDS OF HOPE” and some ice cream. Many people
were able to reunite with old friends, including the three Hands
of Hope missionaries, Reyna, Almonte, and Rigo, along with our
lead translator, Ana Patricia.
Some delicious ice cream that the kids brought reminded us that we were hungry, so we headed to our
traditional first stop for food: Dominican pizza. Sweeter than in the USA, this pizza includes the
additional plus of having sweet corn. (If you read these blogs every year, you probably noticed we
usually mention this – the pizza is that good). With full bellies, we headed to the hotel.
We checked in at El Acuarium and got our assigned to our rooms. We had some extra time before
dinner, so the team was able to rest a little more. During our last meal of the day, the team leaders went
over what the plan was for tomorrow. Then we headed off to bed.
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Day 2
At 7:30 AM, the team met for breakfast, which was a typical meal of eggs, pancakes, toast, and sausage.
Next, was our morning meeting where we received more reminders and instructions for the day, such as
drinking plenty of water. At the end of the meeting, we broke into our assigned small groups and prayed
for God to lead us in the day ahead. Then, we got on la guagua (the bus) and headed to the community.
The morning consisted of three focus areas: child sponsorship visits,
prayer walks, and making crafts. Child sponsorship visits are a chance
for people who sponsor a child through Hands of Hope to spend time
with their sponsor child and their family in their own home.
Additionally, we planned to head to some of the houses for sponsored
children who had never been visited before.
After morning activities, we headed to lunch. Several of
the women from the community had prepared a
delicious meal for us: “La Bandera Dominica” AKA the
Dominican flag. This dish consists of pollo (chicken),
habichuelas (beans) and arroz (rice). Along with some
salad and the best fruit you can ever eat (of which the
mangos are the king), we were able to refill the energy
we spent that morning. To thank our hosts, one of the
small groups cleaned the dishes from the meal and may
or may not have had too much fun splashing each other.
In the afternoon, we were back in the community for more activities. Some overlapped with the
morning, such as the prayer walks and crafts, but we also had Vacation Bible School and a Teen Chat on
pregnancy and worth.
During the Vacation Bible School lesson, the kids heard the story of the Good
Samaritan and learned how to truly love others. The team put on a great
puppet show for the kids to illustrate the story and sang some songs with the
group.
During one of the prayer walks, the prayer walk team saw a group of people
sitting up on a hillside. We waved at the group and one of them hollered for
us to come join them. As the group walked towards the top, Manohar decided
that he would take lead this time. He invited the rest of our group to sit down
and stay for a while. Then, we were able to watch a great example of how to
share the gospel (picture in a future update).
I was able to be able to experience this myself, and I got the feel of it being similar to what Jesus or his
disciples would do with a group of people – sit down and join them in conversation. Talking about how
the area was similar to India, Manohar was able to connect with the group and they were open both to
him sharing his testimony and to us laying hands and praying for their different requests (for which
many asked that we pray for them to find work).
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Back at the hotel, the team took some time to reflect on the day or relax in the pool. After dinner, we
discussed our impressions and takeaways from our first day in the community and practiced sharing our
testimonies with our Small Groups, so that we would be better prepared to share them with the
community. On to the next day!
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